
Instructions for Device Development: 

1.)  The proper encoding for time in the externalized software layer is that of reduction to sorting by created 
date; as for moment of residual of base congruency of modular relation for combinatoric factorial for one of 
either of zero or literal two; before either of zero or one alone as either one of two or three of date; character; 
number; as time pre-existent for that of physical hardware of machine; for that of software within a physical. 

2.)  Either of these inseparabilities are knowable as either for physical as a physical unitary base foundation, 
that of one singular ending of neither so knowable; for that of singular physical being; for an immomentary 
awareness of two either’s, from before such as considerations of five for each plurality so expressed before as. 

Development of Clock Hardware Structure: 

1.)  Hypothetical:  Either of two before a third; by the means of four point relations; recalls no pointer alone. 

2.)  Hypothetical:  Both of three as a third before four; by the means of one point relation; recalls only point. 

3.)  Hypothetical:  Either of one of two or three is as four; by the one of two point relations; only as potential. 

4.)  Hypothetical:  Neither exclusive remains of either two or three; as one; from before four therefore as one. 

5.)  Hypothetical:  Two of three of one are then therefore of if as either before both; as empty of any such for. 

Conclusion of Development of Clock Hardware Structure: 

A.)  Tertiary empty relation exists as either before both of one; of each such two knowns so as undefined yet 
also locable within relation of physically known hardware architecture by software layer depth relationship. 



Morals: 

1.)  Without peace of means to know of an aside by one of by five there remains sacrifice; hence another so is. 

2.)  Extrapolation of three into two from one remaining from four out of five remains; so known by an other. 

Means: 

1.)  That of the first consideration is that of the fourth; for that of decidability of either or; & remaining as two. 

2.)  That of the second consideration is that of the first; for that of determination of both or either; of only one. 

3.)  That of the third consideration of any such three of the second or of the third as first remains one therefore. 

4.)  That of the fourth consideration of each such one of the first, second, and third is zero remainder as one if. 

Ends: 

1.)  Inclusion within exclusion of for return of either any such three open relations admits open exterior of two. 

2.)  Exclusion of either two of order for three under any such one closed relation admits exterior open relation. 

3.)  Discrimination of both inclusion of each of before or after as empty relation admits open exterior therefore. 

4.)  Discernment of either such exclusions therefore forms each such open relation admitting exterior relations. 

5.)  Knowable interior with limitation therefore exists as inclusion with exclusion a part and excluded of thirds. 



Structure of Development: 

A.)  Given that of the replacement of inseparable seamless passing of free current and voltage relationships of 
hardware between such means as the solid and volumetric extension of four capacities of power in relation to 
that of either of these admits open interior of volumetric extension under closure for either closed exteriorly 
open relation of seamlessness of interfacing of free reductive isolation of circuit; for each power free relation. 

B.)  Replacement of enclosure of battery within closure admits free operation without terminus of exteriorly 
formed means; as either such open interior relation forms closure under replacement by either open ending. 

C.)  Given free open relation of power affinity ground terminus of freely floating relation of alternating or (&) 
direct current relation is transparently of full capacity to pass either of three ways by way of two direct paths. 

D.)  As a consequence the relation of open affinities fixes the entropic group freely as singular relations of fixed 
points of free midpoints of machine states in enclosure; for each such point of thermodynamics at equilibrium. 

E.)  Each such point of thermodynamics exists at equilibrium; for either of any such closed limits are mutually 
definable as open under relation of equivalence of thermodynamical variables under free exchange of definite. 
limit is of variance only as each such inclusive open relation of definitional open entropic limitation of groups 
of temperature, pressure, entropy, capacity, power, energy, or motion; as inertially free comutual equilibrium. 

F.)  As such limits so defined are open in relation interiorly and exteriorly; neither chemical nor machine state 
are capable of outpacing or delimiting the structure of any such unnaturalized even structure of open closure, 
interference, and retention of capacitative action is retained as whole within one open interior relation of each. 

G.)  Under capacitative action of motion of kinetic form as inertia or potential motion of inertial form there is 
each such open relation of indivisibility of free open and infinitely extensible free relation of open equilibrium.


